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Introduction
IJãion should be recognized as anagrioultural art of

very wide applicability and value. Its association with the
idea of desert reclamation has blinded the public mind to its
value in reginos where there is no need of reclamation. It is
a means of soil improvement to be employed, like other means

of improvement, when the soil needs it. Water is one of the
most important of all plant foods, not only because it enters
in such volume into their tissues, but because without it in
adequate amount the plant oannot use other foods in sufficient
quant it y.

Throughout a large area of our country, irrigation is not
only essential to the growth of fruit of the highest quality
and market value, but it insures the safety of the crop against
injury anc losses from drought. This hastb3 effect of giving
steadiness to the agriculturalproduction of the 11ation at
times of threatened adversity.
History

1rritatjon is a science as old as vilzation itself,--
in fact it was in vogue during the semi-barbario days of pre-
historic t ime s. Ac co rcii ng t o t he hi at cry of At lant is, ir ri ga-

tion was in practical use fully 12,500 years ago. This is gen-
erally considered mythological, yet hydrographic engineers of
the present age have found, by most careful soundings of the
Atlantic ocean, that the sunken continent of Atlantis has a
physical existence and that it also has the remains of great.
canals still defined upon its subme;ged surface.

The Ancient Egyptians, Asyrians, and Chinese were renown-

ed for the great antiquity of their numeioua aM stupendous



irrigation systems. Some of these probably date bok over
4000 years. The greeks took up irrigation during their suprom-
acy and later, the Roinans who spread it throughout their entire
empire.

Coming down nearer to modern times ad :looking at t1e

Western hemisphere we find that the practice of irrigation in
the Unted states dates back beyond any written history of this
oontinntq Long before the coming of the Spanish Conquerors it

flourished in the valleys of Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico,
the home of the Cliff-dwellers.

Today the aniarda are the beat irrigators in the world.
They have been applying water artificially for over 3000 years,
and have thorouhly familiarized themselves with its uses, adapt-
ability, application, etc. It was by the early 8panish settlers
that irrigation was introduced into the United State,s in South-
em California and New Mexico.

The first Americana to make a success of crop-watering
were the pioneer Mormons in Utah in 1848. Through their prac-
tice and experience they have emproved and developed the most

efficient system in the country.
The history of irrigation is one of steady growth and de-

velopment. The statiatic of the past few years show a remark-
able awakening, especially in the arid West. In the past five
years the government has appropriated 40,OOo,0OOfor irriga-
tion purposes, an3 probably a larger sum has been used by pri-
vate concerns. At present there are 33,415 irrigation systems
iTl the United Stated, watering an area of about, 11,000,000 acres.



The Need. of Plenty of Moisture.

The importance of plenty f moisture for an orchard should

not be over looked. However it is often done. There are often

ti:es, when a tree is suffering from insufficient that

other causes are blamed for its abnormal condition. Those un-

der whose care the suffering trees happen to be, will in many
instances, not knowing their real needs, spend considerable time

and money in attempting to make them take on a healthy appear-

ance, when all that they need. is water. Lack of moisture will

cause the root hairs to die off and then the means by which

the tree gets its water are well nigh exhausted. The outer

edges of the leaves die and the young shoots die back. In or-

der that a plant may thrive, the water content of the soil

should not fall below l8 of the total soil weight. An attempt

should be made to ascertain how much water there is in the soil,

or to dot ermine it e moisture cc nclit ion. The best way t o do

this if there is no moisture determining apparatus available,

is to dig clown deep into the soil. If dry soil is found the

lsnd should be watered, sometimes there will be moist soil

near the surface and a dry subsoil.

It is important that one should know the condition of the

soil as this can be made the means of saviig both time and lab-

or; there would be nothing gained cy making a dust mulch to

conserve moisture, if it were not present inthe soil to be-

gin with.
Insufficient moisture during the growing season will cause

either a failure of orop, or a crop which is of inferior q,ual

ity. The fruit may never reach maturity; it may be sal].,



coarse, an of inferior flavor. The functions of a tree are t

perfect itself and, its fruit. In order that it may do this, an

abundance of moisture is necessary. If there is a scarcity in

one season, there may be no crop the next season, but the sea-

son following may bring a crop. The reason for 'this is that

the tree will go into dormancy before good fruit buds for the

next year are formed; as a result there will be no fruit and.

the tree will make new fruit buds for the following season, and.

produce a crop. Although intermittent bearing may be due to

other reasons, it often occurs when all other necessary ele-

ments or conditions are favorable, and there is an ineufricient

amount of moisture present. Clearly then, a sufficient amount

of moisture isnecéssary to make good. wood growth, to form

mure fruit of good quality, size, color, and. flavor, and to

provide for the next years crop.

Sources of Irrigation Water,
For any one wh interis to undertake irrigation the first

thing to do is to determine the extent arid continuity of the

water supply. This water supply may be had. from a large number

of sources. It may 'be obtained from a canal opany which has

water to sell, from a government irrigation project at a stipu-

lated price per acre, or from one of any of the numerous sour-

ces of unappropriated waters, such as, streams, springs, wells,

artisian wells, tunneling, lakes,. reservoirs, obstructing oat-

yons to otoh storm waters etc.

Streams are by far the most common source. About 76 of

the irrigation systems in the United States receive their sup

ply from streams. The method used. in taking 'the water from



the' stream depends entirely on oondit ions. The objects being

to get the desired amount at the right place, generally the
highest point in the orchard., as cheaply as possible. The

method most generally in use, and where practicable is the best
and cheapest, is the natural flow or gravity. The water is

taken from the stream at a point higher up the stream and. flows
to t'he orchard in a pipo, flume, or dtoh. Adamat the head-
works is often found. to be advantageous in raising the water.
Other methods of taking the water from the stream is by means
of a current water-wheel of by pumping. The latter, however,
is usually too expensive an operation to be profitable.

Lakes, ponds, and large marshes often prove excellent sour-
ces of storing water for summer iirigation. This is especially
true with those whose out lets can be closed at small expense.
Natural reservoirs are generally cheaper yet probably not so wide-
ly used. as artificial, reservoirs, such as those made by obstruct-
ing canyons to otoh and hold. stom-watere or underflow. This

method is especially common in semi-arid or prairie reqions where
the water runs off as soon as it falls. Where springs are used

for irrigation it is necessary to have a reservoir in connection.
It not only serves to store the water during winter and spring
for summer use but also allows the water to become warm before it

is applied.
A common source of water supply is from wells. The ohief

advantage of wells is that they are generally located in the or-
chard, thus eli:inating the necessity of expensive pipe lines,

flumes, or ditches. This advantage, unless it is an artisian
well is more than balanced by tne expense of pumping. Pumping



is usually done either by ilndill or gaso1ineennes. The

deeper the well the greater becomes this diffioulty. The Arti.-

elan wel]. where the supply is sufficient fills the requirements
best-it puts the water in the right place at the least expenee.
Ala the water coming from so far 'dowa is apt to be warmer.

tunneling is sometimes used although it is a very expensive

operation. Lt has been successfully oarried out in many places in
Call±'ornia to water valuable fruit lands along the foot hills.
The tunnels are mcie in the aide of the mountain by means of com-
pressed-air drills, usually to a distance lees than lOOO feet...

Preparing the Land.

The prepañtion of orchard land for irrigation .epends prim-
arily on the oitour of the surfade of the fields. If the land
is hilly or rolling, irrigation must of necessity be oonfined to
certain limits, But if the land is not too wdulating ani if the
soil is deep enough, as is found to be the oi.se in many sections
of the Inland Empire, the land may be leveled or "checked" and
thus put in a condit ion which greatly facilitates irrigation, and
at the same time makes it possible to get the greatest possible
use of the water applied.

When the land. jS n,t too rugged, it may be leveled with an

ordinary drag harrow to which has been placed a plank attachment;

of course the ground should first be plowed to a good depth. The

harrow will break up tue ground and the plank will scrape the
highplaces off into the saga and hollows. On the more rugged

surfaces the problem of leveling is not so easily soli.red, and cUf-

ferent means must be used. After plowing the ground a Presno



scraper is used to transport the dirt. Aft ez the first scraping

has been made, if more dirt is to be, removed, plowing aan Borne

tinies be dispensed with by using a heavy spring tooth 'harrow to
loosen up the ground so that the scraper can more readily gather
it up.

Theoretically, the surface o± land to be irrigated should be
. plane, but this is rarely the case in orchards; it is found
oftenerjri. alfalfa fields where the land has been oheoked up. The

orchard should be laid out and the ditches constructed so that it
may be irrigated with the least possible amount of ditch per unit
of orchard area. This will save time and expense, The main ditch

Bhould be preferably along tie upper or highes,t side of the or
;: ohard. from which t1e distributing canals houa4ezend so as to

give an even distribution of water among the trees. A main

ditch will be found to be a neoessity in all oaseB, regard.lesa
of the methods of application used.

Under ordinary oonditins themain oanal can be an earthen
ditch, but where the gromd is naturally loose, water scarce, and

the returns justify the outlay, a more expensive ditch can be
constructed. Concrete work is preferable as it makes a good sub
stantial, durable ditch. If the water ±s to be transported over
sags or gullies, open flumes or pipe linesoan be used. Open

flunies have the advantage because if it 5 de8ired to tap them

anywhere they are more easily accessible thar. are burned pipe

lines.
The preparation of the surface of land for irrigation is too

important to overlook. By having the land properly prepared to

receive the water one can get the greatest possible returns for



the quantity of water used. A more uniform distribution of water
is secured, and much time and labor are saved in app.ying the water
to the land. It should be remembered that the surface of the
land when once well prepared is permanent and not an annual ex-
pense. It might cost only an additional l0 to put an acre of
ground in condition which would afford a distribution of water
that would make a difference of $100 per aore in the value of the
crop produced.

Character and Composition of the Water.
In irrigating fruit trees as wellas irrigating any othei

kind of farm crops, the composition of the iriigation water should
never be overlooked. Especially is this true of the arid, regions,
or where there is a scarcity of rainfall. In thses regions we
find more injurious salts in the soil than we do in the humid
climates, anJ this makes it necessary that we should exercise
great care in the application of water which is heavily loaded with
alkali, an also in te management of soils which come under this
c ondit ion.

Water which contains 140 parts of soluble salt in 100,000
will have about 3800 pounds of salt to the acre foot. This

means about 15,200 pounds of salt in the first four feet of soil,
and when one mmembers that some trees and plants are killed by
the roots coming in contact with injurious salts which are pe
sent in the soil at the rate of 10,000 pounds in the surface fur
feet, he cn see that this (one part of salt to 715 parts of
water) is far over te danger line. In its movements through the

soil, the water is followed by the alkali, and when the water

'evaporates, the alkali is left at or near the surface of the soil,



If the soil gets insuffioient water there is a growth of young
roots, near the surface, which come directly in contaot with the
alkali, whioh if present in sufficient amount results in t1e in-
juring of the tree.

For removing alkali which is either present in the soil to
begin with, or has aoumulated through the agency of irrigation
waters, flooding where water is available in sufficient amounts

and the drainage is good, is recommended by the Arizona Experi-

ment Station. This of course, must be followed by deep cultiva-
tion to prevent the return of the alkali to the surface of the
soil br eaporat-ion. Deep furrow irrigation will penetrate tbe
soil quickly and afford less means for surface evaporation, con-
sequently less accumulation of alkali. Wherever possible the use
of water which has injuriousealts in excessive amounts should be
avoided. Where extremely cold water is used, it should be warmed
ur by running it through shallow ditches before applying it to the
land.

Time to Apply and Amount to Use.

In irrigation practice the season at which water is applied;,

the frequency of application, and the amounts of water actually
used are conclit ions which are modified by local rainfall, top-
ography and soil, atmospheric conditions, and the requirements of

the tree grown.. As these conditions are extremely variable with-
in the same geographical area, it is not possible to give any de-
finite time to apply the water oi' the amounts to uae. In order
to determine just how much water crops need, and when to apply it
so that they will not suffer cro drought or be injured by too



frequent' or too generous applications, requires a knole.ge and.
experiencethat can be gained only by practice and. close obseva
tion. It is easy to tel]. by the appearanoe of a plant when it is
suffering for water, as its leaves will begin to curl slightly and.
droop. But a skilful irrigator should never allow this oond.ition
to occur. A person should never gauge the applications of water
by the arpearanoe of the leaves, but rather bythe aondition of
the soil, as wat èr may be needed for days before the plant shows
indications of suffering.

Growers are often seriously in error as to the amounts of
water they use. They frequently use more than they think, some

times more than they need, and not always procure the highest
duty of which water is capable. Here is a simple rule by which
to determine if there is sufficient moisture in the soil for the
needs of the plant. Take a sample of soil a few inches below
the surface of the ground. If it clings together when molded in
a ball and shows the print of the fingers, there is moisture
enough present. If the earth falls apart when the hand is open
ed.3 irri'ation is needed.

In some places it is only possible to make the application
at certain times and in certain amounts. For instance, izi parts
of California irrigation is only done in winter owing to lack of
water in the summer. In this case much depends on good mulching

to conserve the moisture as late in the summer as possible.
Where the water supply is sufficient, two or three applic3tions
of two or three inches of water each, according to the conditions
before mentioned, should be madó.



Much depends on the variety grown. For the apple, ear,
and. plum, a liberal quantity of water is advisable. If the
spring season has been dry and dry weather continues, irrigation
shOuld begin soon after the fruit has set and continue once a
month until tie last of August. Then it is disoonti.ued to allpW
the tree to ripen for the winter. It is very importit especially
with such fruit as óherries, plums, and grapes to have plenty of
moisture while they are ripening. This, however, is not true of
the peach or apricot as it would. inhibit ripening and. insure the
quality of the fruit. Cherries are very exacting, and. require a
very small amount uf water. Cherries of Russian origin as well
as Russian apples to a certain extent, require only a snail a-
mount of water to grow fruit at their best. Also old trees re-
quire less water than younger ones.

Although much may be said regarding the time and amount to

apply, the fact remains that it depends almost entirely on the
judgment of the irrigator to maintain the proper moist oondition
of the soil.

Methods of Applyinator.
Meghôds of Ii'rigang to be used will necessarily depend on

several conditions: The amount of water to be used; the oharat-
er of the soil; the lay of the land; and the kind. of crop being
grown. Professor Wickson of California says, "There can be no H
best system to use under all circumstances." In selecting a
method of applying irrigation water, one must 1:eep the following

suggestions in mind:-- 1, Aim to get an even distribution of
water throughout the soil, and also to get it where it will do
the most good. 2, im to leave the land in a obnd..ticn after.



irrigating, which can be seourd with the economicaL use of time
and labor. 3, Try to leave th land. in a state which favors the
welfare of the plant. 4, Avoid waste inthe application of water,
by percolation, evaporation, or overflow. 5, Select a method

which minimizes time, labor, and. the use of expensive equipment.

Flooding-- By flooding is meant ordinarily, apnlying the water
to the surface of the ground and. letting It run wherever gravity
chooses to take it. The water is applied by diverting it from
the main ditch p permanent gateways in the sides of the ditoh.
Wherever there is a gateway in the side of the ditch by which to
lot the water out, there is a gate in the ditch which can be made
to serve as a dam. Those gates are usually made of wood and when

properly cnstructed and well taken care of they will last several
years. They do away with the old. plan of placing earth dams in
the ditch and cutting a hole in the side of it to easeth!.:,

water. flurried pipe lines, and comerr ditches are also used for

flooding; also wooden flumeø. But for 'the one who is beginning,

and, whose capital is limited, the ear'theit ditoh with wooden gate-

ways is to be recommended.

Flooding is a cheap wayto ly water but it is disagreeable

in- many respects. The Irrigator nust work in the later if it is
to be made to reach all points possible. Often more help ±s De-

quired than would be needed if any other method were used. But

this is usually only for a short time. Beoause of Its repidity,

flooding is useful where one has plenty of water at his commaild

for only a short time and desirea to make the greatest use of it.
It is adarted to land which will take up jater very rapldly but



if the irrigator is not familiar with the soil ho will turn the
water off too soon, because the land often seems to get much more

water than it has really taken up. For orchard irrigation, aside
from rapidity and cheapness, flooding has little to recommend it as
a means o1 applying water.

Bill System-- This is sometimes kxown as the small furrow
system. It is one of the best methods of applying irrigation
water, but it wil]. not work in all soils with equal efficiency.
Land in which vertioal percolation is not exoesi-vo and. in which
lateral movement is sufficient, is well suited to. this method of
irrigating. This system ooisists essentia1lr of a small furro'
in which is running t rilJ. of water which proceeds just fast enough
to allow the ground to become thoroughly soaked, and which has

enough fall to allow the overflow to ac1vnoe slowly in the furrow.
When the water has advanced to the end of the furrow the around
should be well saturated. The number of these rills used. will
depend on the age of the trees and the distance at which they are
placed in the orchard. Land which rapidly absorbs water is not

suited to the nil system of irrigation because there mig be

plenty of water flowing into the furrow and all soak into the
ground before it makes any headway in the furrow. The size of the

nil? will necessarily depend on the character of the soil and the.
slope of the land, The furrows should be deep enough so that the

water will not seep out and come to the surfaQe on either side of

them.

The nil system has several .dvantageS. It gives an oveu

distribution of water and saturates the ground without wetting

he surface1 The displacement of soil in preparing it to receive.



he water is reduced to the minimum. The furrows can be made 

with a plow very rapidly, and once this is done one man can, with 

a shovel, look after several acres of orchard. There is no water 

to stand about the base of the tree or to come in contaot with it. 
Very little attention need be given with this system provided the 

surface had been well prepared, and. the furrows well made. Culti- 
vation can be commenced almost within a half day after the wa.ter 

has been turned off, The land can be worked easier and put in a 
condition to conserve moisture quicker, as there is io puddled 

surface to be worked up. 
In irrigating an orchard by the nil system it s welito 

have a permanent flume ad of boards, and running along the 

highest side of the orchard, An earthen ditch with small head- 

gates or openings in it can be made to give good service. These 

preparations once made, the water can be turned into the furrows 

as soon as they are made. The flume or ditch should be so con- 
struoted that the water running into each furrow can be regulated 

to a nicety. 

For land that is suitable to it, the nil system oan be used 
for any thing which is grown in rows and which is given frequent 

cultivation, such as orchards, garden crops, field crops, and 

small fruits. 

The Check System-- The chock system of irrigating orchards 

is an improved form of the flooding system. It differs from the 

latter in that the land. is laid off into small definite areas or 

chocks, about which are constructed lo earthen levees or dykes, 

y means of these the water is kept under control and a definite 



amount can 'oe given to each unit o± area of land. enclosed, thus
.ffording the following advantages. The check system gives the

full benefit of all tlie water put on the lane.. It always allows
of an even distrihut ion of water over the soil. It facilitates
the se of a large run of water in a short time. On the other
hand it has the disadvantage in that dykes must be constructed.
previous to each irrigation1 and removed aft ewards, before cult-
vation can be done with facility. This requires the removal of a
considerable amount of earth, It is not suited to all kinda of
soil and it leaves the heavier soils in a more or less puddled
condition,

The checks will be large or small, depending on the slope of
the land. The water is run into the oheoka through pipes whicb'
are iu4ver the tops of the dykee from one check to another. The

pipes are usually run the full slope of the land.. The water is

applied to the iwet ohck firt:,thetothe next highes'. As

the pipe joints are removed, thy are appited to the next seiethof
checks, so that when the highest check in one seriesis complete,
the water can be turned onto the next one as soon as the lat
jn.t of tipe has been rplaoed. If pipes or other similar means
are, not used to convey the water, the highest heok must be filled.

first and. the water allowed to run from it to the next one lower,
and so on until the last or lowest one has been finished.

The check system o irrigating is not well adapted to or-
ohard.s unless they are seeded. to some crop which is permanent'. If
the orchard has a perinanent crop on it the land oan be prepared.
before the crop is sown. and then the check system will work equal-
ly as wel'l,as far as aplying the water goes, as it does in the



alfalfa fields where it has proven itself to be the best system in
use.

The Basin System-- The term basin system is sometines used.

to. designate the checK system, but improperly so. It should be
applied to irrigation which does not aim to cover the whole sur
face f the orchard, but only a restricted area near the bas6 of

.4

the tree. As the name implies, it means the oohstruoting of a
small enclosure about the tree in which the water is allowed to
run until the basin fills up. This done, the water is turned into
the next basin and, so on. After the water has seeped away into the

rou.nd more is applied if it is needed. It has the advantage in

that it will work on steep hill sides, where other methods could

only be used. with much expense and. labor. If it is so desired,
the basin can be left continually throughout the growing season
and the water allowed, to run into it at intervals, or continually

in a small stream. It is adapted to very young trees where only a

small amount of water is needed, and where it is not ueoessary to

irrigate the entire surface of the orchard.
The basin system has disadvantages. It is a cumbersome method.

Much work is necessary to construct the basins, and as they are

usually to continue throughout th growing season, cultivation

must of necessity be eliminated. This resuIts, pf course, in a

growth of weed.s, wiioh are nevrof any'buefit. to a3row1g growing

orchard.. Sometimes the bottoms of the basins mulched with manure

to prevent evaporation.
Other Methøda-- Various other methods of irrigating orchards

have been tried in the United Btates in recent years, all of them

with more or less success. Among them were numerous underground.



systems which distrubuted the water by means of sub-suraoe tileS,

ripe lines etc. All of them were foundt have their advantages
and. drawbacks0 However the main objeot'ion to tbeir use ba been

the excessive outlay of money necessary to install them. Only

where the utmost intensiveness is practised, and where the returns
are the greatest can the present day oroard.ist or gardener afford.
to install an overhead sprinkling sytem or a system of subteranean
pipe lines. It seems that the systems in use at the preserrt time
are ones which will be used in the future; and as long as the
prioes of materials necessary to use in the oaZ8truQtiOn of the
more expensive systems keep going up, we need look for AG change

from the present systems of sufaoe distribution.

Treatment of SoIle After Irrigation.
As a general rule clean culture is practiced in connection

with irrigation. This clean culture is undertaken for twomain
reasons. One is moisture conservation whiohis brought about by

means of a dust mulch. When it is possible cultivation should fo-
low each irrigation as Boon as the ground is dry enough to be
worked, otherwise the ground would bake, thereby increasing evapora-

tion and making cultivation difficult. The other reason for u1ti

vation in connection with irrigation lies in the maintenance of a,

condition of filth which facilitates a proper degree of aerations
and root extension. Water has a tendency toward oopaoting the

soil which promotes evaporation and subsequent sun heating. This

resulting dryiess and undue heat, as wel as the. density of thó

mass itself, restrains root development. Hence oi1 stirringmu3t

follow irrigation as Boon as the soil comes to a good working



oondition.

What the cultivation shall be depends .upon the nature oZ the
soil. Winter irrigation is generally followed by a good plowing
andharrowing. Summer irrigation is fol1owed by stirring with
whioh. ever of the many forms of cultivators is found by;looal ex-
erienoe to be the best pulverizer for the particular soil, and
which secures with the least labor, fineness to an adequate depth.
The oultivation is best dono at right angles to the ditches.

Some of the implements I have found to be satisfactory are the
Kimball cultivator, 'disk, springtooth, and. spike-tooth harrow. In

case the rround is left in a clod.y condition it would be well 'tQ

roll or clod-mash the ground, ,then follow immediately with culti-
vation. A one-horse garden cultivator is often used to advantage
by following up or down the ditches.

Cover grope in the Irrigated Orchard..

Successful irrigation is nt conditioned upon clean cultivation,
in some cases a cover crop is quite necessary. Recent practice in
some parts where irrigation water is abundant beyond requirements

of the trees is to grow alfalfa in the orchard. Being a deep root-

ed. Legume it may be of advantage to trees in the presence of ample

moisture while with scant moisture it would rob the trees and prac-
tically ruin them. In the hot irrigated sections of our arid re-
gions a cover crop of alfalfa reduces the soil temperature, pre-
ventS the reflectjâu of heat which 000ur from light colored soil
surface, an - is said to, insure thrifty yowig trees where ole.n
culture destroys them, These fwts certainly show that in some
instances cover crops wit.. pleaty of water would be advantageous,



where clean culture would fail.
By cover cro is not meant iuter-orop. Tte narrow-minded man

doesn't like to see a crop left on the land so inter-oropirig is

often used as a substitute for oover-oroping But 'it makes a popr

substitute unless fertilizer be added. to compensate'for the plant
food, removed by the inter-oroj.

From the economic stand-point pasturing the cover-crop would

seem profitable, but the height and. form of the oow-runed. trees,'
are totalJ,ir a1Dhorent to present i.eals., To eliminate 4his evil, .I
would suggest raising hogs cn an alfalfa cover oiop. Hogs do fine

on alfalfa and by eating it off would keep it growing all suimer.
This wouldnot only give fair return8 for the cover 'crop in the
way of pork, but all the plant food. wot4d be left on tine and. As-
side from this, a certain amount of cultivation would be done by

the rooting of the bogs Another advant age Of this system would
be the clistruction of worms, grubs, scab, scale, and other fruit
pests on fallen apples.

In orchard irrigation the success of the irrigatO? will de-
rend. largely on his keenness of observation. Such details as ap-
plying water to the land, knowing just how much is needed, 'and when
the ground has had enough are things which can be learned only by

experience and no rules or directions can be ivon. There are no
two fields in existence, the soil o,f ,rhich is alike in every par-

'tioular,
Besides performing its duties of supplying the neeessary

moisture for the successful growth of the plant, irrigation does

much useful work which while not really essential to success, is
of. much valur in many waya Irrigation aocopanied by "cultivation'
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is a very efficieit means of destroying insect T)eStS. The nursery-

man has found it to be of much help to him by prolonging the grow-

ing season, thus enabling him to do his bud grafting. The straw-

berry grower with irrigation and the proper varieties of plants,
can produce a oontiuous crop throughout the growing sea.son. Other

small fruits have been made to become continuous bearers through

the agency of an abundance of moisture. Irrigation can be made to

fight frost, as it has been found that damage by frost is not 80

great vhere the sufaoe of the ground is wet, as it is where there

is a dry surface underneatn the trees.
Irrigation is now pactiaed whereitforuiorly;*as not, when

the land, which is now given artificial applicatidns of water,
yielded good paying crops. While the soil was new farming could

be profitably done; but with continuous cropping and poor culti&-
tion, together with a total disregard for the soil's requirements
in the way of organic matter and plant food, the soil began to
yield small returns. As a natural result, intensive farming methods

accompanied by irrigation have come into vogue jn many placee where

water oan be had at a reasonable expense. Intensiveness is the H

keynote of present-day agricultural progreBs. Along with scientif-

crop culture mci the use of different fertilizing methods,

naturally comes the question of securing and conserving and abund-

anoe of soil moisture. And judging from work which is being done

at present jn irrigation in the humid as well as in the arid re-
gions, it promises to become an important factor in the work of the

future American farmer and fruit-grower.
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